Internet of Things, Smart City: HappyStudents

THEME A: Internet of Things (IoT)
These days futurists talk about internet disappearing. That in 20 years it will
no longer be something we talk about since it will be all around us. The
term “Internet of Things” really made the news in the historic event of Cisco
CEO John Chambers defining IoT as a $19 trillion market at the 2014
Consumer Electronics Show (CES). I was there in Las Vegas, front row,
blown away about this vision for the future. That all things will be
connected, and the world of opportunities that follows. While it would be
possible to get a notification on your phone when your toast machine is
finished preparing your bread, the bigger question is how this technological
paradigm can promote cooperation. Like collaborative collection of
information and social interaction. Pokemon Go has been a massive
augmented reality success, encouraging physical activity. While many
choose to collect pokemons with others, there is nothing with the game
itself that require collaboration. In part 1 various IoT applications will be
presented that support cooperation and/or social interaction. In part 2
examples of collaborative smart city applications will be presented, while
part 3 will describe how IoT can facilitate collaborative tools and transform
Trondheim to a vision of a Smart City.
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Part 1:

While I describe myself as a geek, having been one the first in Norway to
connect to the internet in 1996, I also strive to be environmentally friendly
and economically rational when it comes to upgrading my phone. I was one
of the first to acquire a cellphone in 1998, but I didn’t buy a smartphone
until the summer of 2011. I had the Samsung Galaxy 2 shipped from UK to
California, and I also bought a tablet: the Apple iPad 2
The level of innovation in Silicon
Valley blew me away. An app
called Waze took the term
Computer-Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) to a whole other
meaning, allowing a passenger to
communicate with other cars
nearby about traffic incidents. It
was a navigation app that allowed
for cars to cooperative with other
cars to achieve better flow in
traffic, through this
internet-connected portable
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computer called a smartphone. The app featured gamification which
enabled real-time information sharing, social interaction, awareness and
coordination.

TaskRabbit is another app that became
available on App Store while I was in
Silicon Valley. It allowed anyone with a
smartphone to earn money. Microsoft
was at the time a big client, paying
workers to take pictures inside coffee
shops that would be posted on Bing
Maps. While most tasks are in the
category of house chores, grocery
deliveries, food deliveries.
Nicolas Whitton in the book “Learning
with digital games: A practical guide to
engaging students in higher education”
(2009) describes 3 motivations for adults
playing games:
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● Mental stimulation
● Social interaction
● Physical challenge
Part of becoming an adult is to develop a more serious relationship to
money. It is a mental stimulation being paid $7 for taking a picture in a
coffee shop you have already visited to buy a coffee and work on a laptop.
Helping people move is a physical challenge that also provides social
interaction and the joy of being paid for your efforts. As such, life and work
can be understood as a game for adults - which the app TaskRabbit help
facilitate.
Adults need to know why they need to learn something before they are
willing to invest time and energy, they need to be in charge of their own
learning, they become ready to learn when they need to apply a skill or
knowledge to the real world and they are task-focused (Knowles et al.
1998). Which helps explain the success of TaskRabbit and other apps
which allow users to make money without following a strict pay-per-hour
scheme.
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SMART
UMBRELLA
During a study trip to Korea I was
introduced to an IoT company called
Opus One. They have developed an
intelligent umbrella which tells you
when rain is predicted. It
communities with your phone via
bluetooth, so that it will let you know
on your smartphone should you
happen to accidentally leave it
behind.
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While the Smart Umbrella hasn’t evolved
enough to encourage cooperation and
social interaction, it is possible to imagine
that these umbrellas will communicate
much like the Waze app. Which adds
more data points, as umbrellas already on
the street will be able to communicate to
others if it is actually raining outside. It is
hard operating a smartphone on a rainy
and windy day, but a smart umbrella might
in the future be able to function as a
screen - thus facilitating social interaction
when someone for instance ask for directions. Already today, the Smart
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Umbrella is able to vibrate the handle when you get incoming calls - so that
you don’t miss that social interaction on a rainy and windy day.

Moon Wearables is a startup at NTNU known
for their Bone Conduction Earpiece. As a tech
startup they focus a lot on new technology and
experiment a lot. Beacons are no exception,
so they ordered a sample and started figuring
out what could be done with this technology. A
beacon is a small Bluetooth radio transmitter.
Like a lighthouse it repeatedly transmits a
single signal that other devices can see. The NTNU students at Moon
Wearables developed an app after installing a beacon on their campus
office, so that coworkers could see at all times who is in the office. Social
interaction and cooperation is encouraged by avoiding the possibility of
finding the office empty, since that information would be known in advance.
Such an app would also have the possibility to generate notifications when
certain people enter the office, which could serve as a trigger for visiting the
office.
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Online Notifier is a chrome extension developed by AppKom, a group
within the student organization for informatics students: Online
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It aggregates and presents information of interest. Like what’s for dinner, if
the office is reserved, busses leaving from Gløshaugen North, internal
news for the student organization, news from Dusken.no and when the last
can of coffee was made. It gives pop-up notifications when the new news
stories are published, and when a new can of coffee has been made. An
internet-connected device is able to detect when the coffee machine draws
power, which generates an API signal that is then communicated to
members of Online. Many of them sits in the 3rd floor of the building P15
and can then comfortably pick up a fresh cup of coffee without any
concerns of the can being empty. With the coffee machine plugged into the
Internet of Things, social interaction is encouraged as many rush into the
office for a fresh cup of coffee since students get the notification at the
same time.
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In 1998 I was doing my mandatory military service, regularly taking a 6
hours bus ride to and from Bergen. That year the short range (10 meters)
protocol Bluetooth launched, which gave me an IoT idea. I given the project
code name Eria.Club, a GeoSocial Network. On my phone I would populate
a profile with interests and photos. So when I entered a bus I should be
able to browse through the profiles of others in close proximity (10 meters)
and express my interest in others. And this is the true innovation of the
idea, that two people independently had to express interest before the
service would enable a communication channel. That way I could find
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someone to chat with for those 6 hours without asking everyone in the bus
if we have mutual interests.
Technical readiness, the knowledge of how to communicate and coordinate
through technology, including the willingness to learn (Olson & Olson 2014)
can be an issue for individuals on a distributed team. But a bigger
challenge in 1998 was that hardly anyone other than me had a cell phone.
These cell phones had no camera. No color screen. No touch screen. The
technology had to progress further before the market would be ready for
such a GeoSocial Network.
In 2003 I won two prizes for the idea, NOK 5.000 and NOK 10.000 in a
local and regional competition. But the technological development still
lacked maturity. In 2007 I revisited the idea, and found a service for for
Nokia phones that had some resemblance. In 2012 friends and family
members urged me to check out Tinder, as it had much of the same
functionality as my idea.
For almost 20 years I have been follow the space for GeoLocation apps,
and I’m not all that impressed by what I’ve seen. It seems to me that the
missing link is to avoid the temptation of going global, and rather focus on
quality within a group which has a high inherent level of trust and a high
activity level. Like what Facebook did at Harvard and Ivy League schools in
2004. Trust level in Norway is amongst the highest in the world, and
Trondheim rank very high in Norway - so students in Trondheim might be
the ideal group?
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Part 2:

Water.Gift came to life 2014 as a response to the drought in California, with
the challenge of how modern technology can make clean water more
accessible. The vision was described in a research paper in 2015
(www.Research.Paper.Water.Gift), and is currently being developed as a
project code named Smart Water at Hackerspace NTNU. The project
keeps evolving as we build devices that help us better understand the
limitations and possibilities of the technologies that we employ. Most recent
development is the adoption of beacons as a method of assigning
WaterCoins to students who refill their water bottle. Beacons open up
possibilities where our current solutions of using Raspberry Pi, RFID
readers and touch screens would be expensive to scale. If the current cost
of reliably rewarding citizens with WaterCoins comes down it will truly make
cities smarter!
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The app HOLD developed by BI students (www.HOLDapp.no), which
rewards students for not using the phone on campus has validated the
willingness for sponsors like Narvesen to give away free coffee to students.
The Smart Water project would do the same, except that students would be
rewarded for refilling their water bottle. Half a WaterCoin for 0.5 liter and
one WaterCoin for 1 liter.
A major difference which help
support cooperation and social
inclusion is how we count
WaterCoins and reward
students. While you plain and
simple accumulate points with
the HOLD app, in our app we
will feature time-limited digital
coupons that you unlock based
on how many WaterCoins you
have accumulated last 30 days.
Which means that there are no
difference between those who
have been using the service for a year, and those who have been using it
for 30 days. That way everyone will feel empowered and get the sense of
“competing” on similar terms.
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Measuring number of WaterCoins last 30 days also allow for comparison,
suitable for social inclusion, as it becomes a conversation topic. While 30
WaterCoins is a theoretical max, in the future it might be possible to reward
those who reach it with volunteering opportunities to earn other coins which reinforce the joy and pleasure of maintaining the habit for refilling
your water bottle. This form of gamification achieve a form of cooperation
towards a more sustainable future with social inclusion and more
eco-friendly behavior.

Happy Parents (www.HappyParents.info) came to life during a February
2017 Startup Weekend event in Oslo sponsored by Smarter Cities Norway.
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The theme was Smart City. My team focused on how new parents have to
rediscover their own city, as their needs dramatically change while caring
for the needs of a newborn in the city center. With the mandatory fathers
leave, men are also faced with unusual challenges. Happy Parents would
make planning and socializing easier, with a map of attractive areas for
parents to visit. Such a service would be curated by parents, with Happy
Parents serving as a technology provider which enable parents to connect.

By mounting a smartphone on the handle of a stroller, combined with a
beacon on the stroller, members of Happy Parents can be notified when
they pass other members with instant overview of similar interests,
employer, etc. Which allows for members to easily socialize with other
parents and randomly meet parents during a walk in the city.
While developing a similar GeoLocation concept in 2015 at Startup
Weekend Trondheim (2nd place), called LiveNOW (www.LiveNOW.Today), I
understood the importance of coming both the aspect of planning ahead in
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time and the ability to spontaneously do something. Which allow citizens to
experience a smarter city, since the technology is able to make relevant
suggestions based on greater access to information and intent.
The jury of 11 experts were impressed
by the concept, and chose Happy
Parents as the overall winner. “People
engage in cooperative work when they
are mutually dependent in their work,
and therefore are required to cooperate
in order to get the work done” (Schmidt
& Bannon 1992). Most people only
experience becoming parents once or
twice in their lifetime, so clearly there is a need to engage in cooperative
work for a service like Happy Parents to remain relevant and up to date.
That way bachelors and bachelorettes can enjoy a smoother transition to a
new daily routine, and parents expecting their second born can feel
confident that Happy Parents won’t recommend a cafeteria which has been
closed for many years.
Parents who meet in the city center can enjoy a wide variety of
affordances, like audibility, visibility, tangibility, copresence, mobility,
cotemporality and simultaneity (Kraut et al. 2002). Technology allow for
navigation around the city, makes suggestion for what to visit nearby and
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can show other parents nearby. While parents can enjoy the social event of
strolling around the city center without worries.

Green GO! (www.GO.Green.University) is a smart city app concept that
was developed during a Climathon October 2016. Similar to Startup
Weekend, those passionate about a green
future get together for a weekend to come
up with ideas and develop concepts for how
technology can make an environmental
impact.
The city of Trondheim have a lot going for
creating a smarter city. Already in 2016 did
Wireless Trondheim bring two LoRaWAN
gateways up and running in Trondheim.
They both are both forwarding data packets
to The Things Network
(www.TheThingsNetwork.org).
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LoRa (Long Range) is a Low Power
Wide Area Network (LPWAN)
specification intended for wireless
battery operated Things. The
intention is to provide an
infrastructure for the Internet of
Things (IoT).
The gateways are publicly accessible. This means they will accept all
packets and ship them off to The Things Network. Two NTNU students are
already using LoRa network to measure CO2 emissions in Trondheim.
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(folk.ntnu.no/fredrvan/)
Both heat and traffic is measured with sensors placed around Trondheim.
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The GreenGO! app was similar to the Smart Water project structured to
reward citizens of Trondheim for green behavior, like taking the bus instead
of driving and bicycling/walking instead of taking the bus. It would also
feature statistics of carbon footprint like Ducky (Ducky.no), but rather focus
on the health benefits of being green. Like reminding you to have a
meatfree Monday, pointing out that such nice weather is great for bicycling
and through a partnership with AtB allow for discounted or free rides.

The general idea is to cooperate towards a more sustainable future by
consciously striving to collect those Green Coins on a daily basis.
Gamificiation and Artificial Intelligence (AI) ensures for the process to be
continuously engaging, and with only the last 30 days counting towards
your score, social interaction is maintained - since GreenGO! users will be
able to easily compare scores and talk about the digital coupons they have
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been rewarded. The HOLD app has proven a willingness to reward and
sponsor students for good behavior by companies like Narvesen and Tine.
You’d imagine that when private companies join, public service
organizations like AtB should also join as a sponsor, but that might prove to
become a challenge. Combating climate change is collaborative effort,
which require all organization to get onboard. The collection and
visualization of data will be important to make convincing presentations of
the value proposition for all stakeholders involved.
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Part 3:

Trd.City (www.Trd.City) came to life October 1st 2016 during a
Trondheim:Only hackathon arranged at coworking space Work-Work.
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The event was scheduled to finish at 7 pm,
and at 8:17 pm I had registered the domain
Trd.City. October 11th 2016 11 people had
agreed to join the application
(www.AppLab.Trd.City) for the app
development incubator AppLab
(www.AppLabNTNU.no).
Trondheim:Only (www.Only.Trd.City) is an initiative by ParrotPlay
(www.ParrotPlay.TV) - a company initiated by the local serial entrepreneur
Borgar Ljosland. The core idea
behind Trondheim:Only is to make it
easier for startups in Trondheim to
find users and collect feedback in a
crucial startup phase.
November 2016 I applied for a position at Trondheim municipality as the
Driving Force behind the consortium StudyTrondheim (previously named
Best Nordic City for Studying). The position was finally given to an
employee at Sit (Student Welfare Organization of Trondheim, Gjøvik and
Ålesund: www.Sit.no). The organization consist of 15 members (NTNU,
Sintef, Welfare Council, Mid-Norway Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
etc.) with an interest in Trondheim becoming the best nordic city for
studying.
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I will assume that the municipality of Trondheim decide to create a new
position within the StudyTrondheim consortium, with the assignment of
investigating the use of IoT to develop collaborative tools to help meet the
vision of Trondheim as a Smart City. Trondheim municipality found me to
be the most qualified candidate for the job, considering my entrepreneurial
background, a deep understanding of the societal infrastructure of
Trondheim and my prior efforts through Trondheim:Only and Trd.City for
transforming Trondheim into a smarter city.
Newly employed I propose to the board of StudyTrondheim the approval for
launching a new collaborative tool by the name HappyStudents
(www.HappyStudents.info) for supporting cooperation and social interaction
among the students of Trondheim. If successful, efforts can be made in the
future to develop a similar service for all citizens of Trondheim.
The foundation of HappyStudents is a successful Smile Challenge
campaign from 2013 (www.SmileChallenge.no) for promoting social
interaction amongst students in Trondheim. The campaign will reborn in the
study year of 2017-2018 as a collaborative effort, truly putting Trondheim
on the map as a capital of technology, pushing the limits of what IoT can do
in collaboration with student unions (Abakus, Online, Triple Helix, Pareto,
Solan, Poka-Yoke, etc.), student groups (Omega, Hackerspace, etc.),
professors and relevant classes in Trondheim. Students Health and
Wellbeing survey (SHoT) of 2014 showed that NTNU students are the most
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lonely in Norway, so that facilitating social interaction will be the primary
focus for HappyStudents.
Other areas of interests are the promotion of physical activity, develop an
understanding of cultural heritage, allow students to monitor energy
Consumption, informing students about possibilities of participation in
public life, encouraging waste management (reduction/recycling), enable
students in cooperatives and student housing to split cost of household
products, promote awareness for sustainable dormitory behaviors
(energy/water consumption), allow students to see if friends and
acquaintances have an intent for attending or have already bought tickets
for future concerts and events, etc.
To achieve this, it will be necessary to collect, share and analyze data.
Students will be in full control of their data, so that they can feel confident
that HappyStudents respect their privacy. In this cooperative effort to bring
about the feeling amongst students that they truly live in a Smart City,
coordination amongst all stakeholders in necessary. The solution needs to
promote mutual awareness of the involved actors and the field of work.
Through the consortium StudyTrondheim and its members there will be
transparency in how work is coordinated, so that all actors present and
future will gain the necessary awareness for effective teamwork towards
the overall goal of facilitating social interaction.
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Trd:Beta (www.Beta.Trd.City)
introduced the BetaCoin at the
Trondheim:Only hackathon, to
reward those who provide early
feedback for startups in Trondheim.
An application for
Katapult Accelerator
(www.KatapultAccelerator.com) is
now in development, to introduce
the CoffeeCoin (www.Trd.Coffee)
to students in Trondheim. It will
function much like the HOLD app (www.HOLDapp.no), except that students
will be rewarded for drinking coffee instead of not using the phone on
campus.
This will help develop the technological platform necessary to make
HappyStudents a success. At the core of social interaction there is
awareness of relevant events and structuring of the time available, so that
students are able to strike a balance between school work and social
activities through a collaborative planning tool. The student union Online
organize activities for informatics students at NTNU, having developed to
become a mature and professional organization the last 30 years. Students
can create committees for students with a particular interest to meet on a
regular basis. Efforts are made to form such a group for the development of
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a mobile-friendly Class Scheduler for students in Trondheim. Since the long
term plan is to enable students to plan their entire education, it has been
given the name ClassMap (www.ClassMap.Online) to allow students to sort
through the maze of classes at NTNU.
In the future an extended version of ClassMap will be included in
HappyStudents, that will support social interactions. This is achieved by
embedding a GeoSocial Network into the app and installing beacons in all
auditoriums and classrooms for accurate GeoLocation. Combined with
awareness of classes scheduled for the semester, users of HappyStudents
will be able to chat in dedicated channels for all classes at NTNU. Here
students will able to establish project groups in an informed manner, find
study partners, form study groups ahead of exams and have a forum to ask
academic questions related to assignments and ask for clarifications during
lectures.
The GeoSocial Chat can be described as Slack for students combined with
IoT (Beacons and WiFi triangulation) enabling an intelligent system for
joining relevant channels. It will have “circles” like Google Plus, that you
automatically join based on recurring campus locations during the week.
Artificial Intelligence is utilized to make suggestions for activities and to
recommend friends with common interests. It will initially launch as an
independent service by the name Area.Chat (www.Area.Chat) and later be
integrated into HappyStudents to promote social interaction.
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HappyStudents will facilitate the process of finding a Study Buddy and
encourage knowledge transfer through the introduction of a StudyCoin.
These coins can be earned through volunteering at Welcome Week,
tutoring, mentoring, meet a tandem partner, etc. The coin will be built on
the Pay it Forward ideology, that will make it more attractive for older
students to assist younger students. For a sophomore student to keep
receiving mentoring from junior students, the sophomore student is
required to fill a quota of mentoring freshman students. Students who earn
StudyCoins will also be able to collect rewards in similar manners as with
Green Coins, CoffeeCoins, BetaCoins, WaterCoins, etc.
Users of HappyStudents will also be able to earn BuddyCoins, which
require socializing with international students. This will help NTNU reach
their exchange target and meet a desire amongst exchange students to get
to know more Norwegians.
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SiO (The Student Welfare
Organization in Oslo:
www.SiO.no) already have
an app for students, so if
Trondheim is serious about
becoming a Smart City then Sit also need to get
onboard. Members of The
Welfare Council is skeptical
about a top-down approach
that SiO have chosen. A mix
with bottom-up projects like
students building a Class
Scheduler, and efforts like
StudyTrondheim ensuring
adoption, marketing, quality
assurance, coordination and
awareness amongst all
actors - then the best of both
worlds might realize the vision of Trondheim as a capital of technology and
a Smart City which has the ability to awe students coming to Trondheim!
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With Sit as a member of
StudyTrondheim, it will only
be a question of time before
they start promoting
HappyStudents to students.
They already facilitate the
processing of finding a
workout partner at their gym, guaranteeing a workout partner with the same
goals, attending the same studio at the same time. Currently you have to fill
out a form at their website, a process that can be facilitated with an app.
Thus the future of HappyStudents and Trondheim as a Smart City has a
bright future!
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